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Topobase™-Mobile
Our mobile data acquisition solution – Topobase™-Mobile opens up manifold application
possibilities via domain-specific modules. Topobase™-Mobile is a tool to work with complex
data at their point of creation. With Topobase Mobile you can comfortably maintain your
data base anywhere.
Topobase™-Mobile offers a consistent and comprehensive usage concept. The user interface is
designed domain independent. Topobase Mobile is easily and intuitively used across various
application modules. With its unique feature set,
Topobase Mobile allows e.g. for a user-friendly
mass data editing.

Add-on modules
Using the add-on modules of our mobile, flexible
data acquisition solution Topobase™-Mobile you
are optimally prepared for all imaginable tasks.

Topobase™-Mobile GPS

Determines geographical
coordinates of your managed items. Additionally, it is
used with Topobase Mobile
Map to locate items in the
map.

Your benefits of using
Topobase™-Mobile:
>>

Freely define your applications

>>

Avoid redundant data storage

>>

Efficiently edit mass data

>>

Enjoy a powerful and intuitive usage concept

>>

Maintain and use GIS and database information on your PDA, Smartphone, Tablet PC or
laptop

Topobase™-Mobile Map:
Allows for the graphic display and selection of items
in the map.

Select data from your GPS
Transfer data to your mobile device
Locally capture and validate data
Synchronize data with your GIS

Topobase™-Mobile
Photo:

Allows fort the photographic
documentation of items.

Topobase™-Mobile RFID:

Supports the unique identification of items using radio frequency identification (RFID).

Application domains
Local government/administration:

Topobase™-Mobile, in combination with GIS,
supports you in your daily data administration,
such as in maintenance and checkup management.
For example, Topobase™-Mobile can be used in the
management of streets, sewage systems or other
infrastructures. Topobase™-Mobile enables an
entirely integrated data flow from local data
acquisition all the way through to your backend
GIS.

Power utilities:

Topobase™-Mobile supports you in managing
your assets in and around your transmission and
distribution networks. Data about stations, switch
gear, circuit breaker, transformers or other primary
equipment can be acquired conveniently using
Topobase Mobile.

Industries and other domains:

Let Topobase™-Mobile assist you in quality
assurance, inventory management or fire protection. Various other fields of application can be
covered with Topobase™-Mobile.

Suggested extensions:

Link your backend database and your GIS with a
navigation assistant and learn the manifold
possibilities of Topobase™-Mobile Navi in field
work.
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